ABSTRACT. Component based design is a new paradigm to build distributed systems and applications.
Introduction
Behavioural type systems have been defined in recent years with the aim to be able to check the compatibility of communicating concurrent objects, not only regarding data exchanged, but also regarding the matching of their respective behaviour [Nie95, KPT99, NNS99] . This check finds a natural application in the verification of compatibility of components, as the recent advances in Software Engineering are towards component-based design: a software system is developed as a construction based on the use of components connected together either by custom-made glue code, or by resorting to a standard platform supporting composition and communication, such as CORBA or .NET. The compatibility of a component with its environment has to be guaranteed before it is deployed.
Formal verification techniques can therefore play a strategic role in the development of high quality software. In the spirit of the so-called lightweight formal methods, the software engineer who connects components is not bothered by a formal description of the software artifact he is building, but gets a guarantee about the absence of mismatches between components; this guarantee is provided by the underlying formally verified components and by the formal verification algorithms that check type compatibility. An even more demanding example is mobile code, where one needs the guarantee that a migrating component does not undermine the correctness of the components that it reaches. This check has to be performed at run-time, at the reception of the migrating component, and hence has to be performed very efficiently. Typing of mobile agents has already been addressed for example in [HR02] , but we aim at a more abstract behaviour of the component which is sufficient to efficiently prove that desired properties of the global configuration of components are not endangered by the composition.
In this work we define a framework in which a component can exhibit several interfaces through which it communicates with other components. Each interface is associated a type, which is an abstraction of the behaviour of the component. Our type language (for interfaces) introduces modalities on the sequences of actions to be performed by interfaces. Using must and may prefixes, it allows the distinction between required messages and possible ones. The complexity of the interface typing language is kept deliberately low, in order to facilitate compatibility verification among interfaces. We do not give a specific language for components, but we rather give an abstract definition, which wants to be general enough to accomodate different languages: indeed, components are abstracted as a set of ports, by which they communicate, together with a set of internal threads of execution, of which we observe only the effects on the ports. Under given constraints on the use of ports inside components, it is shown that a configuration made up of communicating components satisfies well-typedness and liveness properties, if the components honour the contracts given them by their interfaces, and the communicating interfaces are compatible. This work extends our previous one [CFN03b, CFN03a] with subtyping and a dual relation, and how they relate to the compatibility relation; we also put our work into practice with a more complex example.
Our work is partly inspired by that of De Alfaro and Henzinger [dAH01] , who associate interface automata to components and define compatibility rules between interfaces. Our approach, which belongs instead to the streamline of process algebraic type systems, brings in the picture also the compliance between components and interfaces: the interface is thought as a contract with the environment, that the component should honour. We also aim at limit-ing as much as possible the complexity of the interface compatibility check, which can even be needed to be performed at run-time. The work on Modal Transition Systems by Larsen, Steffen and Weise [LSW95] has inspired our definition of modalities and the way interface compatibility is checked. The guarantee of the satisfaction of well-typedness and liveness properties has been dealt by Najm, Nimour and Stefani [NNS99] , and we have inherited their approach in showing how the satisfaction of compatibility rules guarantees more general properties.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we show our interface language and the related compatibility and subtyping rules, whereas Section 3 deals with the reference component model. Interface language and component model are put together in the concept of component honouring a contract (Sect. 4), which leads to interesting properties that can be guaranteed by sound assemblies of components (Sect. 5). Our work is illustrated with the classic bank account example in Section 6.
Interface Types
In this section we describe the language used to define the interfaces. A typed component is a component whereby every initial port or created port has an associated type, and every reference to a port has a declared type. We adopt a behavioral type language [Nie95, KPT99, NNS99] . In this setting, the type of a port prescribes its possible states, and for each state, the actions that are allowed and/or required through that port, and its state after the performance of an action. The BNF table below defines the syntax of types. Among the salient features of this type language is the use of may and must modalities. We also present a subtype relation and a compatibility relation.
The ! and ? keywords are the usual sending and receiving actions. The choice operator + allows to choose one message among the list 1 , and the ; is used to sequence behaviors. The * keyword allows specification of servers, and is discussed later in this section. 0 (zero) stands for the termination of the interface. The modalities may and must distinguish between permissions and obligations for the performance of the actions. Their meaning is (where the partner is the other communicating port):
"the port does not impose any sending constraint on the partner, but if the partner sends any message M i , then the port guarantees to be ready to receive it, and to execute later on action I i ". must ? [ ΣM i ; I i ] "the port does impose a sending constraint on the partner, and if the partner sends any message M i , then the port guarantees to be ready to receive it, and to execute later on action
"the port may send one of the messages M i to its partner and execute later on action I i ; the partner must be ready to receive the message M i ". must ! [ ΣM i ; I i ] "the port guarantees to send one of the messages M i to its partner and execute later on action I i ; the partner must be ready to receive the message M i ".
Messages contain arguments. Thus, basic data (such as integers, booleans. . . ) as well as references to ports (be it peer_name or server_name), can be passed in messages. Our type language does not cater for structured data, but their addition is straightforward. Sending or receiving references implies some restrictions that are enforced on the behaviour of the involved components: ! m (I) "the port is sending to its partner a reference to a port whose behavior is described by the type I. Moreover, the first action of this referenced port must be ? (reception)." ? m (I) "the port is receiving a reference to another port whose behavior is conform to the type I. Moreover, the first action of this referenced port is a ?."
The constraint on the first action of the referenced port is inevitable: if the first action of I is !, then the referenced port can send this message to a third port, which will lead to incompatible behaviours between components.
Finally, the *-construct allows specification of a server. This server spawns to answer a request, so it immediately reconfigures to honour other potential clients: I = mod ? *[ m(); I ] after the reception of m, a port whose behaviour is I is created while the server is regenerated as I. The new port will interact with the sender of the request. The first action of I must be ! (send), so the client will be informed of the port created for its request.
Several client ports can be connected at the same time to the same server port. As for peer ports, they are connected only in pairs. This distinction allows client-server and peer-to-peer links.
As regards to server types, we remark that a type (peer or server) cannot become a type declared as server. For example, the following declarations are forbidden (type I becomes server type Server; type Server becomes server type Server):
Our type language has the effect of not only imposing constraints on the component, but also of imposing constraints on its partner (i.e. on the environment). The introduction of modalities leads to an underlying model which is a kind of modal LT S, in which states can be either may or must [LSW95] . This has a strong impact on the type compatibility rules, which are discussed in Section 2.3
Subtyping
In this section, we define a subtype relation, which has the classic property of subtypes (meaning the subtype can replace the supertype). The main idea of T being a subtype of S, noted T S, is the following:
-If T and S are receiving, then:
-T receives at least the messages S can receive; -the subtype relation is contra-variant; -if S has may modality, then T has may modality. Otherwise there is no restriction.
-If T and S are sending, then:
-T sends at most the messages S can send; -the subtype relation is co-variant; -if S has must modality, then T has must modality. Otherwise there is no restriction.
For example, with a lightened syntax, we have:
We further explain our choice on the subtyping of modalities. When receiving, if the supertype is may?, it does not impose any constraint on its partner. Hence the subtype cannot impose any constraint either, which leads to the may? subtype. Similar reasoning explains other subtype relations.
The subtype relation is such that it also recursively applies to the type of the actions following reception and sending: if I = may ! [ M 1 ;I 1 ] is a subtype of J = may ! [ M 1 ;J 1 + M 2 ;J 2 ] then I 1 is a subtype of J 1 .
The subtype relation is formally described by the rules in Tab. 1 and the subtype predicate m on modalities. Three cases in this predicate deserve a few lines. T mod m S mod P P P P P Pmay? m 0 and 0 m may! illustrate the semantics of may modality: may? can replace an inactive interface 0 (no message will be sent to the inactive interface 0, hence no message will be sent to the may? interface). Also, an inactive interface 0 can be considered as an interface that can send messages (but with no obligation). Finally, because subtype relations are transitive, we have another relation: may? m may!. At first sight, this relation seems strange; however, by looking at the semantics of modalities, we have a supertype which may send, and a subtype may? which will never send messages, thus respecting the may! semantics. This relation is surprising especially because one is used to conceive sendings and receivings with the must modality.
Once the principles of the m relation are understood, subtying rules are quite straightforward. The first six ones (on the left column) deal with basic types and inactive interfaces. Rules ST-ASSUMP, ST-NAME1 and ST-NAME2 take into account recursive interfaces, and cases where interface is pointed out using its name (replace(name) replaces name with the definition of the corresponding type). Rules ST-MAYRECV and ST-MAYSEND concern subtyping staking type 0. The rule ST-RECVSEND tackles the may? m may! relation: note the message lists between sub-and super-type are different. The three last rules give the classical definition of interface subtypes: the subtype can receive more, and send less than its supertype. Order of messages is not considered of importance (as all messages are distinct).
Concerning server interfaces, a subtype can be a server (while the supertype is not), but the opposite is forbidden, as shown with the rule ST-RECV*: this rule is identical to ST-RECV, but applies to server types (both sub-and supertypes). This restriction is due to the fact that server ports can be connected to several ports: if the supertype S* is a server port, then this port can answer several requests, which will not be the case of a port whose subtype T S* is not a server. On the contrary, T * S does not raise this kind of problems.
Property 1
is a partial preorder.
Proof. Truth table of m assures transitivity and reflexivity among modalities. The rest of the demonstration is made by structural induction.
Compatibility Rules
In this section we define the symmetric predicate Comp(I, J) as "I and J are compatible with each other". Compatibility between interfaces I and J is informally defined as follows: The compatibility rules are actually defined using several elementary compatibility relations: compatibility between modalities, messages, and finally types.
We first define the compatibility between modalities, as the symmetric boolean relation We define also Comp msg , a relation over message types. Two message types are compatible iff they have the same name and their arguments are pairwise related such that arguments of sent messages are subtypes of arguments of received messages. This is formally defined (with M ! the sent message, and M ? the received one):
We can then define the compatibility Comp(I, J) between two interfaces as compatibility between modalities and messages, and transitions must lead to compatible interfaces. This is formally defined recursively as (with ρ ∈ {?, !}, and where [*] means that the *-construct may be present or not):
The recursive definition indicates that the compatibility of a pair of interfaces is a boolean function of a finite set of pairs of interfaces. This definition also closely resembles the definition of simulation or equivalence relations over finite state transition systems. Hence, the verification of compatibility always terminates, and can be performed with standard techniques in a quadratic complexity with the number of interfaces (intended as different states of the interfaces). Due to the abstraction used in the definition of interfaces, such number is small with respect to the complexity of the component behaviour. Moreover, the wide range of techniques introduced for the efficient verification of finite state systems can be studied in search of the ones that best fit this specific verification problem.
Properties of the Subtypes
In this section, we prove the classical property of subtypes, i.e. that a subtype can replace supertype without any change of the partner of the supertype: 
Proof (prop. 2).
By induction on the structure of the types. We omit the case where S is a server, but proof is identical. Given T, S and I such that T S and Comp(I, S). There is three cases:
Receiving supertypes are concerned only by rules ST-RECV, ST-RECV*, which give
Compatibility between I and S has the following cases: 
By lemma 1, the left term of the conjunction implies Comp(mod I !, mod T ?). As for the right term, we have by definition
l by definition of T S and transitivity of . Moreover, as Comp(I k , S l ) is true, we have, by induction, T l S l , and by lemma 1: Comp(I k , T l ) is true, which leads to the conclusion.
2) S is sending (the reasoning is similar to the previous case). Cases where T is not sending are trivial: S has then may! modality, thus I has may? modality which is compatible with 0 and may?, hence with T .
Suppose T is sending, and let's write
. I has to be receiving:
Compatibility between I and S give:
S k , we are sure that, for any message from T , there exists a message from I satisfying M
Finally lemma 1 allows to conclude.
3) S has no action (S = 0). Then T has may? modality, and I has either may? modality, or is inactive (0). Comp(I, T ) is straightforward.
Dual Interfaces
We define a duality relation, noted .
D , for peer interfaces, such that I D is unique and compatible with I. The dual of I is simply calculated by exchanging sendings and receivings:
The dual has the following properties (where the first three ones are obvious):
Proof (prop. 3.4). 1.⇒:
Proof is similar to the one of property 2. Sketch is the following. Suppose I is sending. We have:
The definition of compatibility give: Comp mod (mod I !, mod J ?) and ∀k, ∃l :
From which we deduce mod I ! mod J ! and, with a rearrangement of messages:
Case I = 0 is similar: J is either 0, or may ? [ . . . ], the dual of which is supertype of 0. Case I receiving is dealt the same as I sending: case J sending is identical. When J has may? modality, then I has the same modality, and the subtype relation we are looking for is may? may!, which is true. Case J = 0 and I = may?[ . . . ] leads to I J D .
⇐:
, from which we deduce Comp(I, J) (prop. 2).
Proof (prop. 3.5).
I J ⇔ Comp(I, J D ) ⇔ J D I D
Duality and Server Types
Our dual function can be extended to server types as follows (where the dual loses the *):
The dual is unique, but we no longer have, for a server I:
properties hold, especially Comp(I, J) ⇔ I J D .
Component Model

Informal Presentation
Our computational model describes a system as a configuration of communicating components. Each component owns a set of ports, and communication is by asynchronous message passing between ports. Sending from a port can only occur if this port is bound to another "partner" port; then, any message sent from it is routed to this partner port. An unbound port can only perform receptions (this is the typical case for server ports). We consider dynamic configurations: a component may create new ports and may also dynamically bind a partner reference to any of its owned ports. In our setting, both peer to peer and client/server communications can be modelled: when two ports are mutually bound, they are peers; when the binding is asymmetrical, the bound port is a client and the unbound port is its server. We constrain peer references/ports to be private [NNS99] , meaning a peer port is known only of its partner. Figure 1 shows a configuration made of three components. Note how port c (in C 1 ) is asymmetrically bound to s (in C 2 ; flag * indicates that reference s is a server), and the peer to peer binding between ports x and y (in C 2 , C 3 ), and between u and v (both in C 1 ).
Figure 1. An example of a configuration
Components are also multi-threaded. We consider here an abstract thread model, focusing only on external, port based, manifestations of threads. Thus, an active thread is a chain made of a head port (the active port), and a tail (the ordered sequence of suspended ports). The thread chain may dynamically grow or decrease: this happens when the head port is suspended and the activity is given to another port, and when the head port is removed from the chain (because it terminated or became idle) and the port next to the head becomes active.
Since in this paper we focus on the interface typing issues, we do not provide a fullyfledged syntax for components. Rather, we define an abstract behavioural model of components in terms of their observable transitions and their multi-threaded, port-located, activities. The abstract model defined in this section is general and independent of any concrete behavioural notation for components.
Notations for Components
A component is made of a state, a set of ports, a set of references, and a set of threads.
The set of references is noted R, and is ranged over by u, v, w, c, s * . The *-mark points out a reference to a server port. Classical set notation is used for the operations on R; however, we use the unorthodox R∪u notation for the insertion of element u into R, without duplicates.
The set of ports is noted P. It is a set of mappings from ports to partner references. Elements of P are noted (· ·). If a port u is bound to a partner v, then (u v) ∈ P. If u has no partner, then (u ⊥) ∈ P. We also write u ∈ P if u is a local port belonging to P.
The following operators will be useful for the manipulation of port mappings:
bind the partner v to port u. Overrides the previous partner. P\u remove the port u from P.
The set of threads, T, reflects the state of the ports of the component and the dependencies between them. A port u depends (or suspends) on a port v when an action from u was not terminated, and this action needs some interaction from v (with v's partner). For example, in a proxy component, if u receives a request from a client, it will suspend to v which will forward the request to the server and recover the answer; then u will become active again and answer back to its client. The status of a port is abstracted from its activity (activated, suspended or idle) and from its state (sending, receiving or no action). We formally denote the activity state of a port u as uρ σ , with activity ρ and state σ such that:
! u is in a sending state ? u is in a receiving state 0 u has no action
The state diagram shows the possible evolutions of the activity of a port. For example, u! a shows that the port u is active, and its next action is sending. This port can either send its message, be suspended by another port, or become idle. Some restrictions apply:
-when a port is created, it is in an idle state; -0 is terminal. u0 a can only give back the thread of control, become u0 i and vanish; -u! a is an active port waiting to send a message. It can either send the message and change its state, suspend to another port, or become idle; -u? a is an active port waiting for an incoming message. It can either receive the message and change its state, or become idle 2 ;
-only the sending ports can be suspended: combination u? s is forbidden.
We let x, y range over port activity states. We use the notation x y which denotes x is suspended by y; this means that the activation of x is pending until y terminates (y has no action) or passivates (y becomes idle). T = t 1 | · · · |t n is a set of parallel threads where a thread t is a sequence x 1 x 2 · · · x n . We note |t| the length of thread t. This sequence has the following constraints:
2. However, a receiving port can become idle only if it will no longer receive messages (see Section 4).
x i = u i ! s iff i < |t| (all the ports but the last one are suspended) n = |t| > 1 ⇒ x n = u n ρ a n (a sequence of more than one port ends with an active port) In this paper, our model does not take into account dependencies between threads, for the sake of space. However, this extension is fully developed in [Car03] .
The following operations on T are defined. We add a pool of idle ports: in the rules, ports are created and removed from this pool. Each port occurs only once in T.
T | uρ i add a port in the idle ports pool. T\u remove u from T and activate the port that was possibly suspended by u. This operation is defined only if u is the head of some thread t ∈ T.
This operation is defined only if u is the head of some thread t 1 ∈ T and v is in a singleton thread t 2 = vρ i ∈ T. It changes the state of u to suspended, adds the new head vρ a to t 1 , and removes t 2 . Note that a port can be head of only one thread at a time. T[uρ /uρ] modifies the state of a port in P: only ρ changes to ρ . T[uρ σ→σ ] changes the activity of a port from σ to σ .
Communication Medium
As indicated in the introduction, communication between components is by asynchronous message passing. Thus, a message is first deposited by its sender into a communication medium and, in a later stage, removed from this medium by its receiver. The delivery discipline that we adopt is first in first out. We define Com as a communication abstraction containing a collection of fifo queues, one for each port in the component: messages are written to and read from Com. We define the following notation on Com:
inserts a new queue for port u. Com.u the queue for port u. It is an ordered set of messages «v : M (w)» where v is the reference of the sending port, M is the name of the message, andw its arguments. If u is not defined, Com.u = ⊥. Com\u the queue u is removed.
remove from the queue associated with u the next message. Com[u v : M (w)] put message «v : M (w)» in the queue associated with u. Com.u yields the next message (in queue u) to be treated.
Component Semantics
A component is defined by its state and its set of ports, references and threads:
B(P, R, T) where B is the state of the component; P, R, T are the ports, references and threads as defined previously.
The rules in Tab C-CREAT allows creation of a port in the component. The rule adds an unbounded and idle port, a reference to this port (so it can possibly be sent), and a corresponding queue in Com. C-REMVPORT removes a port. It occurs only if the port is idle and its queue is empty. C-REMVREF removes a reference from R. This reference must neither be a port (u ∈ P), nor bounded to a port (u ∈ CoDom(P)). C-BIND deals with binding of a partner. It is allowed only if the port has no partner ((u ⊥)), if the port is sending, and not suspended (T(u) = ! a,i ) 3 . If the partner is a peer reference, it is bound to only one port at a time (peer(v) ⇒ v ∈ CoDom(P)). C-ACTV allows the port u to suspend on a port v. u must be active, in a sending state (T(u) = ! a ), and v idle, in a sending state (T(v) = ! i ). C-ACTV2 activates a port (from the pool of idle ports) with its own thread. C-DEACT deactivates a port; this port has to be active. C-SEND deals with sendings. The port must be active, in a sending state, bound to a reference ((u u )). Sent peer references must not be bound to a port (peer(ṽ) ∩ CoDom(P) = ∅), and must be removed from R (R = R − peer(ṽ ∪ {u})); as the reference to the port is also sent, it is removed from R if it is a peer. This ensures that peer references are known from only one component. After the sending, the port changes to the next action (T = T[uρ/u!]). C-RECV deals with receivings. The sender becomes the new partner (P = P[u u ], only if u is a peer port), and the old one is removed ({u |(u u )} removed from R); this allows the partner to delegate its behaviour to another port. Received references and the new partner are stored in R. After the reception, the port changes to the next action (T = T[uρ/u?]).
Configuration of Components
When we take into account a configuration made up of several components, we consider the communication medium Com as shared among the components. This way, queues are shared and components can communicate through them, asynchronously. We give in Tab. 2 the communication rule for a configuration with two components, illustrating the sharing of Com. Extension to configurations with more components is straightforward. 
Contract Satisfaction
The interface language presented in Section 2 imposes constraints on the remote interface, which will imply constraints also on the components. In this section, we present typing relation between components and the interface language, so the component will respect a 3. Binding a reference to a receiving port is useless as it will be erased during the reception (cf. rule C-RECV) and a binding when the port is suspended can be differed until the port is active. A component has a set of contracts, one for each port. We use the notation:
C-CREAT
u : T, u <: T u has the behaviour described by the type T (u : T ) or a subtype of T (u <: T ) (B,C) contractC is associated to B.C is a set of (u : T ), such that each reference (ports and partners) has an associated type. Addition of a reference is denotedC ⇐ u : T (if u : T is already inC, there is no addition), and removalC\u. Modification 4 is denotedC[u : T /T ] when the type of u changes from T to T , andC[u : T /u : T ] when the reference u : T is replaced by another reference u : T . We also write u : T for u : T ∈C, when there is no ambiguity (especially in the rules).
Rules for Contract Satisfaction: Valid Transitions
The rules (Tab. 4) are based on the ones of Sect. 3, whereby Com is abstracted from the state structure. Contracts are known locally: there is no global environment gathering them.
The predicate Must(T) states that any port u of the thread T which is typed must! is not suspended by a port v which is typed may?. This predicate is to be verified each time a port can change its state to a reception, meaning after a sending or a receiving. There is no need to verify this predicate when a port suspends to another one, because component semantics forbids the latter port to be receiving.
CREAT allows a port to be created. It adds the type of the port toC. REMVPORT concerns removal of a port: its type is removed fromC. No condition relates to the rule, but an active port in reception which can possibly receive a message cannot be removed. Indeed, rule DEACT prohibits an active port in reception to become idle, except in an exceptional case, where the corresponding port will no longer receive messages. REMVREF removes a reference from R. It is allowed only if the reference is not typed must?: otherwise the component will have to interact with this reference, or send it. BIND is very important, as it concerns binding of a reference to a port. Port and partner must have compatible types. This enables dynamic links that are valid. DEACT authorises deactivation in the following cases: u is not in a receiving state («u : T ≡ mod ? [*]M Σ »), or the type of partner of u is a subtype of 0 (then u has the type 0 or may?). Regarding as to the second point, the port v will never send messages: corollary 2 in section 5.3 ensures that the real type of port v is a subtype of the type of the reference v, hence the port v is a subtype of 0, and is not in a sending state 5 . SEND verifies the sendings. When u sends message M k , then its type and the one of its partner u will evolve accordingly. Sent references must be of the right type, and, for the peer references, removed fromC («peer(ṽ k ∩ P)» gives peer references that are not local ports). RECV verifies receptions of messages, when the port is bound to a partner (the type of this partner is inC: u : T ∈C). Once reception is made, the type of the port and the one of its 4. Concerning servers: the contract keeps the initial type of the server. If (B,C) uses reference g * : T , once the first message is sent,C will contain both g * : T and g : T , with T the next type of the server. 5. The demonstration of the corollary given in section 5.3 is done by induction on the rules; the reasoning we gave may appear circular, but the corollary and this proof can be shown without rule DEACT.
For the sake of readability, we abbreviate: 
Table 4. Rules for contract satisfaction (valid transition)
partner evolve accordingly. Concerning the partner, modification inC associates the type of the old partner (u , whose type T becomes T k after reception) to the new partner (u which is then typed T k ). Corallary 2 ensures that the true type of u is a subtype of T k . RECV-UN deals with receptions when the port is not bound to a partner. Thus the type of the partner is unknown. We choose to associate to this partner the greater possible supertype, which is the dual type of the port receiving the message (prop. 3.4). Received references are stored with typeŨ k , which is necessarily a supertype of the real type of the references. RECV* checks the correct operations of a server: the component must create a port at once, which will answer the request (sequence «u : w?m k , creat(u ), bind(u w), actv(u )»). Just like rule RECV-UN, the partner is given the dual type of that of the server port. OTHER gives all other valid transitions, where the setC is not modified.
We do not check the type of received arguments, because the message was sent according to the type of the sender; as the sender has to be compatible with the receiver, we are sure the arguments are well-typed. We aim also at an optimistic verification, where the environment has to respect the interface semantics: received messages not allowed by the type are not taken into account. Interactions between ports of the same component is also a bit tricky. Given u and v such ports, the component can behave such that u sends messages to v, knowing v is in the same component. Consequences of such a behaviour enforces the environment not to interact with port v. Just like the environment must respect the interface type it simulates, it must also respect privacy of peer references (i.e. it does not know reference v in this case).
Rules for Contract Satisfaction: Invalid Transitions
Rules of Tab. 5 give the error cases, where the component does not respect its contract.
REMVREF-ERR
raises an error when a reference typed must? is removed from R. BIND-ERR states that port and reference cannot be bound if their types are not compatible. DEACT-ERR forbids a port in a receiving state (u : mod ? . . .) to become idle if it has no partner, or if this partner can possible send messages (v <:0). This ensures corollary 1 (sect.5). SEND-ERR concerns errors while sending messages. Two cases arise: the message is not in the list of authorised sendings, and when the type is asking for a reception, or is 0. RECV-ERR concerns reception of messages not performed. RECV*-ERR deals with server ports in the component, when a port is not immediately created upon the reception of the request. MUST-ERR is used when predicate Must(T ) is false (meaning: a port typed must! is suspended by a port typed may?; consequence is that the first port may not honour its contract).
Component Honouring a Contract
A component honouring a contract, noted B(P, R, T)| C , is such that the reduction process will never lead to Error:
Sound Assembly of Components: Definition and Properties
So far, we defined compatibilities between a component and its interface types, and between interfaces. In this section, we investigate properties on an assembly of components, For the sake of readability, we abbreviate: and prove safety properties (no error occurs, and no deadlock between ports will occur), and liveness properties (all messages sent are eventually consumed).
MUST-ERR
For the sake of readability, and to abstract from component structure and its contract, we denote u : T ∈ R to indicate that, in the contracted component B(P, R, T),C: u ∈ R and u : T ∈C. Also, we write (u : T v : T ) to state that, in B(P, R, T),C, we have (u v) ∈ P and u : T, v : T ∈C.
Assembly of Components
We define an assembly of components as a configuration of components with their contract, and ready to interact via a communication medium. An assembly, in its initial configuration, encompasses both client/server and peer-to-peer bindings. It has the following properties, where the last two ensure that a peer reference is private [NNS99] : -the configuration is reference-closed: references designate ports in the configuration; -all the ports are active on independent threads; -peer ports in reception have a unique partner in the configuration; -a component knows no peer references, except those of his own ports and their partners.
Definition 1 (Assembly of Components)
with the 4 properties:
Then, a sound assembly is an assembly where each component satisfies its interface contracts, and linked ports have their interfaces mutually compatible:
Compatibility and Message Consumption Properties
Compatibility relation is very important in our study. The following property ensures all references bound to port are such that their respective type are compatible.
Property 4 (Safeguarding of Compatibility)
If | A, then ∀C, A → * C, we have: ∀u, v ∈ C, (u :
Proof. By structural induction, and from the definition of the compatibility relation (interfaces evolve towards compatible types).
The next property, P sr , of a sound assembly states simply that soundness is maintained throughout the evolution: a configuration of component never leads to Error:
Proof. By structural induction on the transition rules. The property is satisfied by observing that the only way a configuration can lead to Error is by violating compatibility rules.
Corollary 1 (Message Consumption)
If A is sound, then A P mc , with:
Proof. This corollary is a consequence of theorem 1, the use of FIFO queues and the constraint that a port in reception is active.
The corollary ensures that in the future, a transition will be able to consume the message. However, since the rules compete with each other, we have to assume fairness in this competition. Hence, the corollary ensures the consumption of the message in the future, but modulo fairness.
Type of a Reference in the Configuration
This section presents an interesting property that relates the type of a port and the type of the reference pointing at it. The following lemma gives such a relation.
Lemma 2
Given B u (P u , R u , T u ) and B(P, R, T), with u ∈ R u , u : T part ∈ R, and Com.u = ∅. Then:
The lemma applies only when reference u and the corresponding port are in different components (u ∈ R u ); type comparison is possible only if queues are empty, and shows that:
-if port u is bound to v: the type of reference u is a supertype of the dual of the type of v; -if port u is unbound: the type T part of reference u is a supertype of the type of u.
However, we will rather use the corollary which rises from this lemma, namely that the type T part of reference u is supertype of the type of port u.
Corollary 2 (relations between the type of a reference and the type of the associated port) ∀u such that Com.u = ∅:
if u ∈ R u we have T = T part .
Proof. Straightforward from lemma 2 and property 3.5 (Comp(I, J) ⇔ I J D ). The case u ∈ R u has two possibilities: port u has not yet been sent outside the component (T = T part is then obvious), or port u has been sent, and was received later on by its own component. At the time of the reception of the reference, u : T , is saved withC ⇐ u : T , which does not modify the type of u inC; equality T = T part follows.
Proof (lemma 2, sketch).
By induction. As queues have to be empty, we consider that messages are consumed immediately. Note that the lemma is verified during the assembly, from property 3.5.
Demonstrations for rules CREAT, REMVPORT, REMVREF, DEACT and OTHER are straightforward. As for BIND, conclusion is quite obvious; concerning the bound partner: hypotheses are not changed while applying the rule. Concerning the port: the latter is sending; as we had, before the binding, (u ⊥), necessarily u ∈ R u because a port which is sending cannot be sent. The lemma is then not concerned by this case.
Concerning rules SEND, RECV, RECV* and RECV-UN: we suppose a reception happens right after a sending. We have the following cases:
referencesṽ k in the arguments of the message Reasoning is straightforward, by looking at compatibility and subtype relations: while passed through messages, references are associated to a supertype of their current type.
unknown partner at the time of the reception (rule SEND followed by RECV-UN or RECV*) We use the dual property (Sect. 2.5). Note that, in the rule, the dual is applied only to peer references. Before applying the rules, we had (with u sending and v receiving):
with, by induction T T part Let's write T k , T part k and T k the types resulting from the sending or receiving of message M k . When u applies SEND, and v applies one of the RECV rules, we have:
Concerning u, we use the induction hypothesis T k T part k and property 3.5 to prove
known partner at the time of the reception (rule SEND followed by RECV) With the same reasoning (with u sending, v receiving, w equal or different from u):
T part When u applies SEND and v RECV, we have:
We easily deduce, for the port u:
= T k and property 3.5.
External Deadlock Freeness
External deadlock represents the situation where a set of ports are inter-blocked because of a dependency cycle. The simplest form of external deadlock is written:
u sending is blocked by v which is waiting for v to send which, in turn, is blocked by u , which is waiting for u to send.
The general case can be formalised, on the principle of Wait-For-Graph, as the existence of cycles in a dependency graph. We introduce a new dependency relation between the ports, named external dependency, denoted · ·. This dependency relates the communications between distant ports. For example, u? a v! s means u depends on v, more precisely u waits for v to send.
Definition 3 (External dependency
Remarks: if u and v are both typed may?, all queues are empty and there is no dependency. In the other cases, the fact that v can be in reception (u? a v? a ) is a particular case which is due to asynchronous messages: this case shows that u has just sent a message M and waits a response from v, whereas v has not yet consumed M .
A deadlock is then formalised as follow:
Definition 4 (Ext_deadlock) Ext_deadlock(C) ∃(u i ) 1..n ∈ C such that ∀k < n : u i Su i+1 ∧ u n Su 1 with uSv = true when u is suspended to v: uSv u v ∨ u v
Note that idle or active ports in a sending state are not concerned by a deadlock.
Theorem 2 (External deadlock freeness)
If A is sound, then A P edf with P edf ∀C, A → * C ⇒ ¬Ext_deadlock(C)
The deadlock freeness problem has received attention recently. A work on this issue which is very close to ours is the one by Naoki Kobayashi [Kob02] , where the author does have may and must actions (in terms of capabilities and obligations), but communications are synchronous, and constraints between compatible types are too restrictive for our study.
Proof of theorem 2 is tedious. Even if interfaces are mutually compatible, it is not straightforward that a deadlock will not arise between components (ports in a component may be suspended by other ports, which leads to potential dependencies between threads added to dependencies between ports). The proof needs two lemma, presented hereafter. The first one indicates where a peer reference is.
Lemma 3
Given a peer reference v, one and only one of the following alternatives hold:
Proof. By structural induction. We present here the non obvious cases.
• Rule SEND: u sends message M k (ṽ) towards u . We will use the notation B u (P u , R u , T u ) for a component for each u ∈ P u . We consider three kinds of references: a peer reference v ∈ṽ is in an argument of a message By induction, B u is the unique component knowing v (v ∈ R u ); when v is sent, it is removed from R u . Hence, after applying SEND, v is known of no component (point 1. of the lemma is false), and there is a unique message in Com such that v is in the arguments of the message (point 2. of the lemma is true). Point 3. of the lemma is also false.
reference u which receives the message Lemma remains true for u : only the first point of the lemma is true (u ∈ R u ).
reference u that sent the message Considering the case where u is bound to u, we have u ∈ R u , and points 2. and 3. of the lemma are false. Considering the case where (u u), two possibilities arise: u is sending for the first time towards u . First, let's look at the binding of u to port u.
It may be due either to a reception of a message or to the BIND rule. The first case is impossible because (u u), so u could not have send the message. Hence, (u u ) is due to the BIND rule, and no reception has occurred since. As u is sending for the first time, u has made no action between BIND and SEND. Thus, we know that since u has been created, it was always in a sending state. As this is its first sending, we have, before applying SEND: u ∈ R u , thus only point 1. of the lemma is true. After the sending, only point 3. of the lemma is true. u has already sent a message towards u . Point 3. of the lemma was true, which remains true after the sending (note that the first message that u sent is not yet consumed by u , because (u u)).
• Rules RECV, RECV*, RECV-UN (sketch): reasoning is the same as for rule SEND: we give here only a sketch. Considering message u : M (ṽ) received by u, we have three cases:
references as argument of the received message Concerning those references, point 3. of the lemma is true before the reception; only point 1. is true after the reception. the reference u that sent the message
In the case where (u u ) before the reception, then there is no modification (only point 1. of the lemma is true). In the case where u is a new partner for u, then point 3. of the lemma was true before the reception, and only point 1. is true after. reference u that receives the message There are no changes during the application of the rule.
The second lemma concerns external dependency relations between peer ports. It shows that this relation is unique. It is a consequence of lemma 3.
Lemma 4
If u and v are peer ports such that u v, then u and v are unique.
Proof. Given u and v such that u v. By definition:
v is sending: v! σ ∧ (v u). As v can have only one partner, there is only one u such that u v. Concerning the unicity of v: as we have (v u), necessarily u ∈ R v (by looking at how a binding is made -through BIND and RECV rules -and also because a bounded reference cannot be sent). Suppose there exists B w (P w , R w , T w ) whereby w = v and (w u); then we have u ∈ R w . Lemma 3 ensures B w = B v . As it is not possible to have, in the same component, a reference bound to two different ports, we have w = v and v is unique.
The same reasoning applies (suppose there exists w = u having the same properties than u, then w = u necessarily).
The latter lemma is used in the demonstration of theorem 2:
Proof (External Deadlock Freeness).
By structural induction on the contract rules. CREAT, REMVPORT, REMVREF and DEACT do not create any dependency relation, thus are not concerned. As for BIND, a dependency relation is created, but as only active or idle ports in a sending state can apply this rule, and as those ports are not concerned by predicate Ext_deadlock(C), no deadlock is created.
• Rule SEND: We distinguish between the next action ρ of port u: ρ = ! dependency relations remain unchanged; ρ = 0 dependency between u and its partner disappears; ρ = ? this is the particular case u? ∃(u i ) 1..n ∈ C such that ∀k : u i Su i+1 with u, v ∈ (u i ) Let's chose (u i ) such that u 1 = u and u 2 = v (as we have uSv) and let's show that if vSw then w = u. As v is active, the only dependency between u and v is an external one, and by lemma 4 we have w = u. Hence we have, simultaneously: u v that is to say v?
u In particular, we have v : M (. . .) in Com.u, which is contradictory since u has just sent a message, and types of u and v are compatible (so u would have made more receptions that the number of sendings from v).
• Rules RECV, RECV-UN (sketch): as for SEND, we have three cases, depending on ρ: ρ = ? if an external dependency arises, it is identical to the one before the reception. ρ = 0 dependency between u and its partner disappears; ρ = ! then we have T(u) = ! a . u is not concerned by Ext_deadlock(C ), hence the predicate is false (by induction).
• Rule RECV*: Upon the reception of the message, a new port u is created, with its own thread of execution. Hence, there is a new external dependency, but no deadlock arises.
• Rule OTHER: This rule concerns other transitions of the component, namely C-ACTV and C-ACTV2. The rule C-ACTV adds dependency u! s v! a ; the port v is not concerned by predicate Ext_deadlock(C ). Conclusion for C-ACTV2 is straightforward, as a port is activated on its own thread of execution.
Liveness Properties under Assumptions
The assembly of components may have still a livelock problem: a port can be forever suspended because of a divergence of some internal computation or an endless dialogue between two ports. Thus it is not possible to prove a liveness property that states "each port reaching a must? (or must!) state will eventually receive (or send) a message":
However, we believe this liveness property is verified with the assumptions: -a computation in a component always ends; -a suspended port which becomes active must send its message before suspending again; -a port which has a loop behavior will become idle in the future.
Anyhow, these properties can only be verified at a lower level of abstraction, that is, only when the concrete behaviour of the components (e.g. its source code) is known.
Bank Account Example
To illustrate our framework, we use yet another bank account example: a client has to authenticate himself to the bank, so he can perform deposit and withdrawal operations on his bank account. We propose an implementation with three components: the Client, the Bank and the Account.
Several possible implementations exist; for example the Client receives a reference to his Account so he can interact with it. We propose a more elegant solution, described by figures 2 and 3: the Client will use the same port for the authentication and the operations on his account. The Bank identifies the client (figure 2: the client was correctly authenticated), and sends to the Account the reference of the port of the Client. Account will use this reference to inform the Client that on the one hand access is granted, and on the other hand the dialogue continues with Account. Figure 3 shows that if the user is not correctly identified, the Bank will return the refused message. The salient issue of this protocol is that the couple (Bank, Account) can be replaced by only one component, without any change of Client.
authentication
(user, password)
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user(ref.) Account
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Interface Types
The Bank component has two ports: s * is a server port for authentications, and b is used to delegate operations to the Account component. This server type can receive the authentication message (with user and password); after receiving this message, the port must either send granted with the balance and become operations, or send refused and stop. Type operations is described further.
In the case where the Client is correctly authenticated, the Bank delegates the sending of the granted message to the Account. This is done via port b, which is specified by the type send_ref. This type must send a reference which is typed granted_user: this latter type must receive only the granted message, and then become client_operations, the dual of operations. A port typed operations can receive two messages: deposit and withdraw. After receiving one of the two messages, the port must send back the balance of the bank account: message balance is sent when balance is positive, and the type becomes operations again. Message neg_balance is sent when the user is debtor, and the type becomes negbal_operations.
The difference between the two types operations and negbal_operations is the modality: operations may receive messages, whereas negbal_operations must receive messages. Hence, as long as the client is debtor, he must perform some operation on his bank account.
Finally, the Client has one port, c, whose type can be written as follows. With this type, the Client will try to perform one operation. However, if this operation results in a negative balance, then other operations have to be made. 
Component Specification and Contract Verification
For lack of space, we present only the most interesting component, that is Bank. Figure 4 shows in one shot the specification and the contract verification of the Bank component.
The specification is shown as simple state-charts (each bold rectangle representing a state B(P, R, T). The greyed parts represent the changes compared to the previous state); transitions are labelled with actions as named in the rules. Reception of message authenticate(...), in the upper part of the diagram, makes the component create a new port, s , to answer the client, which corresponds to the three states Create Child. This sequence terminates with "actv(s )", which has two effects:
-go back to the state Access to answer new requests; -create a new thread of execution. This thread will identify the user (state Check Access). If the user is not correctly identified (left branch), message refused is sent, and ports removed. If the user is correctly identified (right branch), port b is activated and sends message user(c) towards port b of the Account component; note that c cannot be sent if bound to s , so we first have to deactivate and remove port s . Also, as c is a peer reference, it has to be removed from R when sent to b .
Contracts associated to each state are shown with parallelograms. Greyed parts show the verifications that are made. Once message authenticate(...) is received, the component performs the correct sequence of actions. The contract associated with the Check Access state contains both the type of the server port s * and the type of the created port s . Note also an application of corollary 2: the type of reference c (client_operations) is the dual of s , and is a super-type of the type of port c (client_simple_operation).
Conclusion & Future Work
We have presented a concept of behavioural contracts that we applied on a component model featuring multiple threads, reference passing, peer-to-peer and client/server communication patterns. Our contracts serve for the early verification of compatibility between components, in order to guarantee safety and liveness properties. Compatibility is formally described in this framework, as a composition of internal compliance of components to their interfaces, and conformance between interfaces.
In the context of component based design, the verification that a component is honouring a contract given by its interfaces is in charge of the component producer, which performs it once for all. A certification of this fact may be produced by some certification authority, in order for example to guarantee any recipient of a publicly available or migrating component that the component does not do anything different but what is described by its interfaces.
The verification of interface compatibility should instead be performed when the component is bound to another (e.g. at run-time when dealing with migrating code, that is when a migrating component reaches its final destination). We have shown that this check can be performed very efficiently by means of standard finite state space verification techniques. The higher complexity of checking conformance of components to their declared interface is left to an off-line verification activity, which may even need the use of infinite-state space verification techniques. We have applied our approach to a toy example; we need to verify the usability of the approach in practice, especially with respect to the expressiveness of the interface language we have proposed. Mixing modalities and actions (send/receive) is under investigation at NTNU, and may lead to some constraints like the ones proposed in [Flo03] . The conformance of the component model we have assumed with concrete notations (e.g. Java) should also be studied: varying the component model to suite a concrete notation may actually affect the classes of properties that can be guaranteed. We can also observe that the compatibility rules can be expressed in terms of temporal logic formulae: this would make it possible to prove in a logical framework a richer set of properties.
